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ABSTRACT
The majority of academic economists share the view that a corporation should serve the
exclusive interests of its shareholders (shareholder value maximization). This view is …rmly
grounded on the extension, by Arrow (1953) and Debreu (1959) of the two welfare theorems
to production economies with uncertainty and complete markets. This paper considers a variant of the Arrow-Debreu model where uncertainty is endogenous: probabilities of productive
outcomes depend on decisions made by …rms. In that case, a competitive equilibrium with
shareholder value maximizing …rms (capitalist equilibrium) is never Pareto optimal. This is
because endogenous uncertainty implies that …rms exert externalities on their consumers and
their employees. When …rms are stakeholder oriented, in that their managers are instructed
to maximize a weighted sum of their shareholder value and of their contributions to consumer
and employee welfares, the new competitive equilibrium (stakeholder equilibrium) improves
upon the capitalist equilibrium.
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Introduction

Everyone knows that corporations are not just cash machines for their shareholders, but that
they also provide goods and services for their consumers, as well as jobs and incomes for their
employees. Everyone, that is, except most economists. Indeed in the debate on the social
responsibility of corporations, the majority of academic economists share the view expressed
in unambiguous terms by Friedman (1970) “there is one and only one social responsibility of
business— to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its pro…ts”. By
contrast, proponents of the ‘stakeholder’view of corporations assert that managers should pay
attention not only to the pro…ts of the shareholders but also to the welfare of their employees
and consumers. The orthodox view held by most economists is a tradition inherited from the
Anglo-American view of corporations, while the so-called non-orthodox stakeholder view is
that held in countries such as Japan and most continental European countries, in particular
Germany and France.
The way in which a society views the role of a corporation can be traced to its legal system
and to the social norms which shape the way individuals think about the role of institutions.
Common Law countries such as the UK and the US view a corporation as a piece of private
property and through their legal structure place exclusive emphasis on the shareholders as the
owners of the …rm. Civil Law countries such as Germany and France view corporations as
‘mini-societies’and place emphasis on the responsibility of the …rm to its employees as well as
its shareholders. Social norms have pushed this view of the corporation to its extreme form
in Japan where the responsibility to the interest of employees and other stakeholders such as
1

suppliers outweighs that to the shareholders (see Yoshimori (1995)).
When taken in historical perspective the stakeholder view of the corporation has been
gaining momentum in all advanced economies over the last hundred years: the changing legal structures and the evolution of social norms have come to make most large corporations
aware that they need to expand the focus of their responsibilities to a larger group than their
shareholders, to include employees and consumers as well as other groups such as suppliers
and subcontractors involved in their long-term productive relationship. While the view that
corporations, like all institutions in a modern society, would need to democratize and serve
the interests of the wider base of all stakeholders with whom they deal on a regular basis
was clearly articulated in the prescient …nal chapter of Berle and Means (1932) on the “new
concept of the corporation”, the idea did not catch on with economists. Indeed what is remarkable is the hegemony of the Anglo-American view of the corporation among economists:
to this day the idea that the corporation should serve the exclusive interest of its shareholders
remains the dominant paradigm for corporate governance (Schleifer-Vishny (1997)). Although
recently there are some signs of a willingness to change (Tirole (2001, 2006), Allen (2205),
Allen-Carletti-Marquez (2009)) mainstream economics has not kept abreast of the evolution
of society’s view of the role and responsibilities of a corporation, and continues to advocate
shareholder value maximization as the primary responsibility of the management of a corporation.
How do we account for these apparently orthogonal views of the objective of corporate
governance? Presumably the justi…cation that underlies the orthodox view can be found in the
standard inventory of theorems asserting the e¢ cacy of the price system when …rms maximize
pro…ts: these however are all directly or indirectly based on the assumption that …rms are
in…nitesimal. The decisive insight of Berle and Means (1932) is that since the end of the 19th
century a signi…cant share of US output is produced by enterprises (corporations) which have
become very large and that their size makes them very di¤erent from the small enterprises
which populate standard economic models.
One aspect of the in‡uence of size has long been recognized by monopoly and oligopoly
theory which has shown that pro…t maximization by large …rms with market power leads to
lower production, higher prices and less innovation than would be optimal. This however has
not shaken the faith of economists in the virtue of pro…t maximization. It has rather led
to the adoption of laws restricting the behavior of large corporations— e.g. Antitrust Law
in the US, Competition Law in Europe— and to the creation of agencies charged with their
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enforcement, like the Federal Trade Commission and the Directorate General for Competition
of the European Commission.
The message of this paper is that even if these laws and the associated agencies created to
implement them are successful in enforcing competition on the product and labor markets, and
even if, at the cost of being unrealistic we assume that corporations do not create externalities
of the pollution type on the physical environment, there would still be a systematic way in
which the actions of large corporations have a signi…cant e¤ect on agents with whom they
interact, in particular on the consumers they serve and on the workers they employ. For it
is a fundamental fact of business that all …rms operate in an environment of uncertainty and
that exposure to risk induces a new way in which a large corporate enterprise di¤ers from a
small …rm. The success or failure of a large corporation may have a signi…cant impact on
its consumers and/or its workers: if a …rm can be closed (fail) and its consumers can buy
elsewhere at the same price, and its workers can …nd employment elsewhere at the same wage,
then we say that the …rm is ‘small’; otherwise, and it is clearly a matter of degree, we say that
the …rm is ‘large’.
To formalize this idea we present a simple model in which …rms can invest resources to
in‡uence the probability of success, where success/failure is identi…ed with a more or less
productive technology. We assume perfect competition on the product and labor markets
and no standard externalities created by any of the …rms’ production processes. In much of
the paper, to focus on the kernel of the argument, we study a “benchmark” model in which
there is a single …rm exposed to risk and a second …rm which is a stand-in for the rest of the
production sector. In this setting pro…t maximization always leads to under-investment: the
pro…t maximizing level of investment is less than the social optimum.
From a ‘modeling’ perspective this result is surprising. After all the model is close to
an Arrow-Debreu model of a production economy with uncertainty and complete contingent
markets for which we know that equilibria are always Pareto optimal regardless of the number
and size of the …rms (provided …rms act as price takers). The main di¤erence is that in our
model a …rm’s investment a¤ects the probability of its outcome while in an Arrow-Debreu
model states of nature with …xed probabilities combine with investment to determine the
…rm’s outcome. Thus an apparently small di¤erence in modeling dramatically changes the
normative properties of the equilibrium: the two Welfare Theorems which are the basis for
the faith in markets and pro…t maximization no longer hold. To understand exactly where
the di¤erence lies, we embed our benchmark economy in an Arrow-Debreu economy with the
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same characteristics. We obtain the striking result that an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium never
exists in our economy. This comes from non-convexities that are inherent to the simple and
natural modeling of endogenous uncertainty by a two state random variable. This is in line
with the following quotation of Arrow (1971): “ we have seen that it is possible to set up
formal mechanisms which under certain conditions will achieve an optimal allocation of risk
by competitive methods. However, the empirical validity of the conditions for the optimal
character of competitive allocations is considerably less likely to be ful…lled in the case of
uncertainty than in the case of certainty and, furthermore, many of the economic institutions
which would be needed to carry out the competitive allocation in the case of uncertainty are
in fact lacking.”
When we use the market structure which is natural for our benchmark model— competitive
spot markets and …nancial markets— there is an external e¤ect created by the …rm’s investment decision, which is more subtle and less noticeable than the standard externalities on the
physical environment which accompany many production processes. For by shifting probability
towards the outcome where it is more productive, and thus reducing the price of its output and
increasing the wages of its employees, the …rm’s investment in‡uences the expected utilities
of its consumers and employees: since this external e¤ect is not internalized by the markets,
pro…t maximization ceases to be the correct “social criterion” for the …rm.
It thus seems natural to explore ways in which the …rm can be led to internalize the
externality by including the interests of consumers and workers in the criterion it uses for
the choice of investment. In Section 4 we study the criterion that an "ideal" stakeholder
…rm should adopt if investment is to be socially optimal. We show that if the …rm can be
considered independently of other …rms— for example if it is a “natural monopoly” with no
competition— then the criterion consists of the sum of the surpluses of its stakeholders, namely
its shareholders, consumers and workers. The main problem is then to obtain information on
the surpluses of consumers and workers. We suggest that implementing the Coasian approach
of creating marketable rights, “consumer rights” or right to buy from the …rm, and “worker
rights”or right to work for the …rm, can serve to elicit these surpluses and provide a measurable
way of evaluating the performance of the stakeholder …rm.
When there are several …rms competing on the same product and labor markets, if a
stakeholder …rm were to maximize the sum of the surpluses of its own stakeholders, it would
exaggerate the di¤erence in bene…t between the good and the bad outcome, and would be
led to over-invest to make the successful outcome more likely. For such a calculation would
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exclude the consumers, workers, and shareholders of competing …rms who are also a¤ected by
the …rm’s outcome, and their interests are at odds with those of the stakeholders of the …rm
under consideration.
Thus there is under-investment when only pro…t is taken into account, and over-investment
if the total surplus of its own stakeholders is used as the …rm’s criterion. This leads to the
striking result that there is an ideal weight to be placed on its consumer and worker surpluses
which, when added to the pro…t of the shareholders, gives a criterion which induces the socially
optimal investment. Furthermore if the …rm applies any positive weight to its consumer and
worker surpluses below this level, then the resulting stakeholder equilibrium outcome improves
on the capitalist equilibrium.
A complementary approach to this paper is provided by the recent contribution of AllenCarletti-Marquez (2009). ACM are motivated the cost incurred by workers who are laid o¤
when a …rm goes bankrupt. They consider a setting with imperfect competition where …rms
must commit to a price for their output before demand or cost shocks are realized, and …rms
can go bankrupt when hit by an unfavorable shock. ACM study how the pricing strategy of a
“stakeholder …rm", which takes into account in its objective function the cost of layo¤s for its
workers, di¤ers from that of a “shareholder …rm” maximizing pro…t.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the benchmark model and the
concept of a capitalist equilibrium in which …rms use the criterion of pro…t maximization.
We show that there is always under investment in a capitalist equilibrium. Section 3 embeds
the economy in an Arrow-Debreu framework and compares the capitalist equilibrium with the
Arrow-Debreu equilibrium of the same economy. Section 4 studies if a stakeholder approach
can resolve the problem of under-investment in a capitalist equilibrium and Section 5 concludes.

2

Ine¢ ciency of Capitalist Equilibrium

Consider a two-period stochastic production economy with J …rms. There are three goods:
a produced good, a composite good called “money” (used as the numeraire) and labor. At
date 0 the only available resource is money, a part of which can be used to …nance investment
expenditures by the …rms. Each …rm faces production risk and operates in an environment
where its projects can be more or less successful. While a …rm cannot completely control
its environment it can invest resources to increase the probability of better outcomes. To
keep the analysis simple we assume that each …rm j = 1; : : : ; J has two possible outcomes, a
good technology fgj or a less productive technology fbj , and that incurring expenditures
5

j

can

augment the probability

j

of the good outcome fgj . Our objective is to study whether the

standard criterion of pro…t maximization by …rms leads to socially optimal choices (

1; : : : ;

J)

or if some other criterion is required.

2.1

Benchmark Model

The analysis of the problem is decomposed into two steps: in the …rst only …rm 1 is subject to
risk and the outcomes of the other …rms are …xed so that the productive sector, consisting of
all …rms other than …rm 1, can be summarized by a surrogate second …rm with deterministic
technology f^: we take this as the benchmark model. In a second step we show how the results
of the benchmark model can be extended to the symmetric version of the model outlined above.
At date 1 the …rst …rm’s technology will be one of the two production functions ys = fs (l)
where s is either g or b. Each production function fs : jR+ ! jR+ is di¤erentiable, increasing,

concave and satis…es fs (0) = 0, s = g; b. The marginal product of fg is uniformly higher than

that of fb : fg0 (l) > fb0 (l); 8 l > 0, which implies that fg (l) > fb (l); 8 l > 0, thus justifying
the terminology that “g" is the good and “b" the bad outcome. When …rm 1 incurs the
investment expenditure
is

( ), where

and

0 (0)

at date 0 the probability of having the good outcome at date 1

: jR+ ! [0; 1) is di¤erentiable, increasing, concave and satis…es

(0) = 0

= 1. Choosing the investment , which leads to the probability ( ) of the good

outcome, is equivalent to directly choosing the probability

2 [ (0); 1) by incurring the cost

( ) at date 0: using this approach is convenient for writing …rst-order conditions and is used
in most of the analysis that follows. It follows from the assumptions on
function
as

: [0 1) ! jR+ is di¤erentiable, increasing, convex, and satis…es

! 1. To retain the symmetry of notation, we let

s; s = g; b, with

g

=

and

b

=1

s

( ) that the cost

0 (0)

= 0,

0(

)!1

denote the probability of outcome

.

Firm 2 does not face risk and makes no investment at date 0. It operates a technology
^
^
f (l) at date 1 where f^ is di¤erentiable, increasing, concave and satis…es f^(0) = 0. To avoid
boundary solutions we assume that all production functions satisfy the Inada condition fg0 (0) =
f 0 (0) = f^0 (0) = 1.
b

There are three “classes" of agents: workers/employees, consumers and capitalists. Each

consists of a continuum of identical agents of mass 1. Each worker is endowed with 1 unit of
labor at date 1, consumes only money and has the utility function
U w (m; `) = m0 +

X

s=g;b
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s

ms

v(`s ) ;

where m = (m0 ; mg ; mb ) is a worker’s consumption of money and `s is the quantity of labor
sold to the …rm in outcome s, s = g; b. The discount factor satis…es 0 <

1 and the disutility

of labor, v(`) : jR+ ! jR, is di¤erentiable, convex and increasing, with v(0) = 0, v 0 (0) = 0 and

v 0 (`) ! 1 if ` ! 1. Throughout we will use the symbol “`” for the labor supplied by the
representative worker and “l” for the demand for labor by the …rms.

Each consumer, who consumes both money and the produced good, has the utility function
U c (m; c) = m0 +

X

ms + u(cs ) ;

s

s=g;b

where c = (cg ; cb ) is the consumption of the produced good in the two outcomes, and u is
di¤erentiable, strictly concave and increasing, with u(0) = 0 and u0 (c) ! 1 if c ! 0.

Finally there are capitalists, who own the …rms, consume only money and have the same

(linear) utility function

X

U k (m) = m0 +

s ms :

s=g;b

For reasons that we explain later, we assume that the two …rms are owned by distinct subsets
of shareholders. The money endowments ei = (ei0 ; ei1 ); i = w; c; k are assumed to be su¢ ciently
c
k
large so that non-negativity constraints on consumption never bind. We let e0 = ew
0 + e0 + e0 ,
c
k
e1 = ew
1 + e1 + e1 denote the aggregate endowment of money at date 0 and 1, and denote by
E = (U; e; f; ; f^) the economy with preferences and endowments (U i ; ei )i=w;c;k and technologies

(f; ; f^) for the …rms.

2.2

Socially Optimal Investment

Given the quasi-linearity of the agents’ preferences, a Pareto optimum is an allocation1
( ; m ; c ; ` ; l ; ^l ) that maximizes the sum of the agents’utilities
max

X

( ;m;c;`;l;^
l) 0 i=w;c;k

mi0 +

X

i
s ms

+

s=g;b

X

s [u(cs )

v(`s )]

s=g;b

subject to the resource constraints for money, consumption and labor
X

mi0 + ( ) = e0 ;

i=w;c;k

X

mis = e1 ;

i=w;c;k

cs = fs (ls ) + f^(^ls );

`s = ls + ^ls ;

s = g; b:

(1)

1
We use the following notational convention: a letter without superscript or subscript summarizes the vector
of indexed values of the corresponding variable. For example, m = (mi0 ; mis ); i = w; c; k; s = g; b and ` =
(`s )s=g;b
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; l ; ^l ) that solves

This is equivalent to …nding (c ; ` ;
max

(c;`; ;l;^
l) 0

e0

X

( )+

s [e1

+ u(cs ))

v(`s )];

s=g;b

or more simply solves

X

max

(c;`; ;l;^
l) 0

s [u(cs ))

v(`s )]

( );

(2)

s=g;b

subject to the resource constraints (1). The maximum problem (2) decomposes into the choice
of consumption-labor (c ; ` ; l ; ^l ) within each outcome state s = g; b that maximizes the social
s

s

s

s

welfare
Ws = u(cs )

v(`s )

(3)

subject to the resources constraints (1), and …rm 1’s choice of investment, or more directly the
choice of the probability of success

that maximizes

( Wg + (1

)Wb )

( )

(4)

where Wg ; Wb are the optimized values of (3). The …rst-order conditions for the choice of
consumption-labor at date 1 are
u0s )fs0 (ls ) = v 0 (`s );

u0s )f^0 (^ls ) = v 0 (`s );

cs = fs (ls ) + f^(^ls );

`s = ls + ^ls ;

s = g; b

(5)

s = g; b

Since the social welfare Ws in each outcome s is a strictly concave function, there is a unique
solution to the FOCs (5), which are necessary and su¢ cient for characterizing the optimal
allocation. Since fg (l) > fb (l) for all l > 0, Wg (l; ^l) = u(fg (l) + f^(^l)) v(l + ^l) > u(fb (l) +
f^(^l)) v(l + ^l) = Wb (l; ^l) so that
Wg = max Wg (l; ^l) > Wb = max Wb (l; ^l):
(l;^
l)

(l;^
l)

Again, this justi…es our notation that “g” is indeed the good social outcome.
The FOC for the optimal choice of investment by …rm 1 at date 0 is given by
Wg
and this has a unique solution

since

0

Wb =

0

(

);

(6)

increases from 0 to 1. (6) requires that the marginal

cost of increasing the probability of success equals the discounted social bene…t of realizing the
good rather than the bad outcome of …rm 1.
8

2.3

Capitalist Equilibrium

We now analyze a market equilibrium of the above economy in which both …rms choose their
labor and …rm 1 chooses its investment in the best interests of their shareholders. As we will
see, Consumers buy the …rms’ output and workers sell their labor services on spot markets.
Agents can also trade on asset markets to redistribute their income. We will show that the
real side of such a market equilibrium can be summarized by a vector ( ; l; ^l ) consisting of
the probability of the good outcome, and the labor choices in each productive outcome. This
vector can be compared with the Pareto optimal choice ( ; l ; ^l ) derived above.
At each date the price of the composite commodity (money) is normalized to 1. At date 0
agents trade a riskless bond promising one unit of money in each outcome s = g; b at date 1
with price

1
1+r

where r is the interest rate. There is also an equity market at date 0 on which

the capitalists trade the shares of the …rms, the price of equity being q for …rm 1 and q^ for
…rm 2. At date 1 for each outcome s = g; b there are spot markets for labor and the produced
good with prices (ws ; ps ); s = g; b:
Firm 1 makes two choices: at date 0 it selects the probability

and at date 1 it chooses

the amounts of labor l = (lg ; lb ) to hire in each outcome. The labor is chosen in each outcome
to maximize its pro…t
Rs (ls ; ws ; ps ) = ps f (ls )

ws ls ;

s = g; b

taking the spot prices (ws ; ps ) as given.2 Assuming that the …rm correctly anticipates the spot
prices and its future labor decision, it chooses the probability

at date 0 to maximize the

(net) present value of pro…t, which in this case is just the discounted expected pro…t net of
the investment cost since agents are risk neutral. Firm 1’s combined choice problem amounts
to choosing ( ; l) to maximize its value for the shareholders, which we denote by SV:
X
s
SV ( ; l; w; p) =
Rs (ls ; ws ; ps )
( ):
1+r

(7)

s=g;b

In the same way …rm 2 , which has no date 0 investment decision, maximizes its value for
the shareholders

2

d(^l; w; p) =
SV

X

s

s=g;b

1+r

^ ^ls ; ws ; ps );
R(

(8)

By assuming that the …rms behave competitively on the labor and output markets we abstract from potential
distortions created by monopolistic or oligopolistic behavior on the spot markets at date 1, focusing instead on
the investment decision of …rm 1. As we mentioned in the introduction there are institutions that have been
created to prevent …rms from exercising their market power: thus we assume that a “Competition Authority”
or an “Antitrust Agency” knows enough about the production possibilities of the …rm to penalize any excess
pro…t due to restrictive practices.
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by choosing ^ls at date 1 which maximizes its pro…t
^ ^ls ; ws ; ps ) = ps f^(^ls )
R(

ws ^ls :

The three groups of agents trade on the spot and …nancial markets and have sequential
budget equations at date 0 and in each outcome at date 1 of the form
mi0 = ei0

1
i
1+r z

q
i

mis = eis + z i + Rs
where z i is the bond holding and

i

i

q^^ +

i

i

^ s ^i + ws `i
+R
s

ps cis ;

(9)
s = g; b

; ^i are the ownership shares of the …rms purchased by

agent i . Finally
i

cis
`is
where

i
0

i

= [q

= 0;

if i = w; k;

= cs

if i = c

= 0;

if i = c; k;

cis
`is

= `s

if i = w;

( )]

i
0

i
+ q^^0

if i = w; c;

= 0;

if i = k
(10)

i
and ^0 denote the initial endowments of shares by capitalist i (these endowments

sum to one across all capitalists and cannot be simultaneously positive for any of them, given
our assumption that the …rms are owned by distinct subsets of individuals). The owners of …rms
1 participate in the …nancing of the cost ( ) proportionally to their endowments of shares of
i
…rm 1. All capitalists get income from the sale of their ownership shares ( i = [q ( )] i +^
q ^ ),
0

while only the consumers purchase the produced good

(ccs

0

= cs ) and only workers sell their

labor services (`w
s = `s ). While shareholders are assumed to …nance the investment of …rm
1, any mode of …nancing whether by debt or by issuing new shares would lead to the same
equilibrium in view of the Modigliani-Miller theorem. All agents are assumed to know …rm 1’s
choice of at date 0 and to correctly anticipate future spot prices and the …rms’ pro…ts Rs
^ s in each outcome s at date 1.
and R
Given the linearity of the agents’preferences in the numeraire composite commodity, the
…rst-order conditions for the optimal choice of bond and equity holdings imply
1
= ;
1+r

q=

X

s=g;b

s Rs

=

X

s=g;b

s

1+r

Rs ;

q^ =

X

s=g;b

s

1+r

^s
R

(11)

so that pricing is risk neutral. Since the date 1 payo¤ of the bond is (1; 1), if Rg 6= Rb or
^ g 6= R
^ b , the bond and equity contracts have linearly independent payo¤ streams, so that the
R

…nancial markets are complete and the sequential budget constraints (9) are equivalent to the
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single intertemporal (present value) budget constraint
mi0 +

X

s

s=g;b

1+r

mis = ei0 +

ei1
+
1+r

i

+

X

s

s=g;b

1+r

(ws `is

ps cis );

i = w; c; k

(12)

where ( i ; ci ; `i ) are given by (10). In view of the linearity of the agents’preferences in mi =
(mi0 ; mig ; mib ) any mi satisfying (12) is equivalent for agent i, and when the budget constraint
(12) is satis…ed, the utility of agent i is
X
ew
s
1
+
(ws `s
1+r
1+r
s=g;b
X
ec1
s
c
+
(u(cs )
e0 +
1+r
1+r

ew
0 +

v(`s ))

for a worker

(a)

ps cs )

for a consumer

(b)

for a capitalist

(c)

(13)

s=g;b

ek0 +

ek1
+ [q
1+r

( )]

i
0

i

+ q^^0

Thus a worker will choose ` to maximize 13(a), a consumer will choose c to maximize 13(b)
and a capitalist has no other choice than to spend his income on the composite good. If he
i
is among the owners of …rm 1, ^0 = 0, and his utility is maximized when …rm 1 maximizes
shareholder value SV = q

( ):If he is among the owners of …rm 2,
d = q^: 3
maximized when …rm 2 maximizes its shareholder value SV

i
0

= 0, and his utility is

Summing the budget equations (12), assuming that (10) holds, gives
X

i=w;c;k

mi0 +

X

s

s=g;b

1+r

mis = e0 +

e1
+ q + q^
1+r

( )+

X

s=g;b

s

1+r

( ps cs + ws `s )

If the markets clear for the produced good (cs = fs (ls ) + f^(^ls )) and labor (`s = ls + ^ls ) then in
view of (11) the terms involving the …rm’s market value cancel giving
X

mi0 +

i=w;c;k

X

s=g;b

s

1+r

mis = e0 +

e1
1+r

( ):

Given the indeterminacy in the choice of mi , we can assume that when agents choose mi to
satisfy (12) they in addition choose money holdings such that
X

i=w;c;k

mi0 + a = e0 ;

X

mis = e1 ;

s = g; b

(14)

i=w;c;k
i

Our assumption that the two …rms are owned by distinct subsets of shareholders ( i0 :^0 0) simpli…es the
analysis. It implies that each capitalist …rm maximizes its own shareholder value. Our results would still hold
for di¤erent ownership structures but the investment choice of …rm one would have to take into account the
externalities it exerts on …rm two.
3

11

so that the market for the composite good clears at date 0 and in each outcome s at date 1.
Since our objective is to compare the consumption, labor and investment choices which
arise in a market equilibrium with those at the social optimum, we focus directly on a succinct
reduced-form de…nition of an equilibrium involving these three choices: from this reduced-form
equilibrium a complete description of the equilibrium on the spot markets for the produced
good, money and labor, and on the …nancial markets for the bond and equity can be easily
reconstructed using (9)-(11) and (14).
De…nition 1. A (reduced-form) capitalist equilibrium of the economy E is a vector of actions
and prices (`; c; ; l; ^l); (w; p) such that
(i) the labor choice ` = (`g ; `b )

0 maximizes worker’s utility 13(a) given w;

(ii) the consumption choice c = (cg ; cb )

0 maximizes consumer’s utility 13(b) given p;

(iii) …rm 1’s production plan ( ; l) = ( ; lg ; lb )

0 maximizes shareholder value (7) given

(w; p) ;
(iv) …rm 2’s production plan (^l) = (^lg ; ^lb )

0 maximizes shareholder value (8) given (w; p) ;

(v) the markets clear: `s = ls + ^ls , cs = fs (ls ) + f^(^ls ),

s = g; b.

Let us compare the FOCs for the maximum problems (i)-(iv) of a capitalist equilibrium
with the FOCs for a Pareto optimum. In a capitalist equilibrium the optimal labor choice `
for the workers satis…es
v 0 (`s ) = ws ;

s = g; b

(15)

s = g; b

(16)

and the consumers’optimal choice c satis…es
u0 (cs ) = ps ;

while the …rm’s pro…t-maximizing choices of labor (l; ^l) imply that for each outcome at date 1
the real wage equals the marginal product of labor
ps fs0 (ls ) = ws ;

ps f^0 (^ls ) = ws

s = g; b:

(17)

Using (15), (16) to eliminate spot prices and adding the market clearing condition (v) gives
the equations
u0 (cs )fs0 (ls ) = v 0 (`s );

u0 (cs )f^0 (^ls ) = v 0 (`s );

cs = f (ls ) + f^(^l);

`s = ls + ^ls ;
12

s = g; b

s = g; b

(18)

which characterize the spot market equilibrium at date 1. Since (18) is identical to (5), which
characterizes the maximum of the social welfare, the choice of labor in equilibrium is optimal
and
(c; `; l; ^l) = (c ; ` ; l ; ^l ):
The remaining …rst-order condition for the choice of investment

which maximizes share-

holder value (7) is
1
Rg
1+r

0

Rb =

( ) if Rg > Rb ;

= 0 otherwise,

(19)

where Rs is the maximized pro…t of …rm 1 in outcome s: this equation has a unique solution
since
then

0(

<

) increases from 0 to 1. Comparing (19) with (6) we see that if Wg
since

0

Wb > Rg

Rb

is increasing: the pro…t criterion underestimates the gain from obtaining

the outcome fg rather than the outcome fb .
Proposition 1. There is under-investment in the capitalist equilibrium:
Proof: We want to show that Wg

Wb > R g

<

.

Rb . To this end consider the parameterized

family of production functions for …rm 1
f (t; l) = tfg (l) + (1

t)fb (l);

t 2 [0; 1]

where the parameter takes the production function continuously from the bad to the good
outcome. We associate with each t 2 [0; 1] a …ctitious ‘t’ spot economy at date 1 with the
characteristics (u; v; f (t; :); f^). The maximized social welfare for the t economy is
W (t) = maxfu(c)

v(`) j c = f (t; l) + f^(^l); ` = l + ^lg

The solution (c(t); `(t); l(t); ^l(t)) of this maximum problem is characterized by the equations
u0 (c(t))f2 (t; l(t)) = v 0 (`(t));
c(t) = f (t; l(t)) + f^(^l(t);

u0 (c(t))f^0 (^l(t)) = v 0 (`(t));

(20)

`(t) = l(t) + ^l(t)

(21)

and this allocation can be induced by letting agents and …rms make their choices on spot
markets at prices
p(t) = u0 (c(t));
Let R(t) = p(t)f (t; l(t))

w(t) = v 0 (l(t)):

w(t)l(t) denote the (optimized) pro…t of …rm 1 under these spot

prices. We show that the function
D(t) = W (t)
13

R(t)

is strictly increasing on [0 1]: this will imply that D(1) = Wg

Rg > D(0) = Wb

Rb and

hence establish the result.
By the envelope theorem
W 0 (t) = u0 (c(t))f1 (t; l(t));

R0 (t) = p0 (t)f (t; l(t)) + p(t)f1 (t; l(t))

w0 (t)l(t):

Thus D0 (t) =

p0 (t)f (t; l(t)) + w0 (t)l(t). Since (20) implies that the marginal products of labor
are equalized, f2 (t; l(t)) = f^0 (^l(t)), it follows that
p0 (t) = u00 (c(t))[f1 (t; l(t)) + f2 (t; l(t))(l0 (t) + ^l0 (t))]
w0 (t) = v 00 (`(t))(l0 (t) + ^l0 (t)):
The change in the optimal allocation of labor to the two …rms (l0 (t); ^l0 (t)) can be obtained by
di¤erentiating the FOCs for the optimal allocation of labor (20). This gives the pair of linear
equations
u00 (f1 + f2 (l0 + ^l0 ))f2 + u0 (f21 + f22 l0 )
u00 (f1 + f2 (l0 + ^l0 ))f2 + u0 f^00 ^l0

v 00 (l0 + ^l0 ) = 0

v 00 (l0 + ^l0 ) = 0;

(22)

where the arguments of the functions have been omitted to simplify notation. Solving these
equations leads to
l0 + ^l0 =

u00 f1 f2 (f22 + f^00 )
u0 f^00 f22 + (u00 (f2 )2

u0 f21 f^00

v 00 )(f22 + f^00 )

:

(23)

The denominator is positive since f22 ; f^00 ; u00 are negative and v 00 is positive, while the sign
of the numerator is ambiguous. However substituting this expression into D0 (t) =
(v 00 l u00 f2 f )(l0 + ^l0 ) gives
D0 (t) =

1 h 00 0 ^00
u u f f (f21 f2
den

f1 f22 ) + u00 v 00 f1 (f22 + f^00 )(f

f2 l)

u0 v 00 f^00 f21 l

where “den”is the positive denominator of l0 + ^l0 . Since by concavity of f , f
terms are positive and

D0 (t)

i

f2 l > 0, all the

> 0: thus moving toward the good outcome constantly increases

the welfare by more than the increase in pro…t.

2.4

u00 f1 f +

2

General Model

Proposition 1 applies to a setting in which a dominant …rm (…rm 1) operates on spot markets
for labor and output in parallel with a competitive fringe (represented by f^) in which the
14

idiosyncratic risks of the small …rms cancel out. We now extend this result to the more
general setting where there are J …rms, each of which invests in a risky technology. In the
general case where the …rms face di¤erent risks and have access to di¤erent technologies we can
show, by comparing …rst-order conditions, that a capitalist equilibrium is not Pareto optimal.
But it is much harder to obtain an exact generalization of Proposition 1 in which there is a
monotone ranking of the …rms’ investments when comparing a capitalist equilibrium with a
Pareto optimal allocation. However when the …rms are su¢ ciently similar— in short when we
appeal to symmetry— the under-investment result can be extended to the case of J …rms.
To keep notation simple we focus on the case where J = 2 and assume that the second
…rm now has a technology that is exposed to risk. If it invests ^ at date 0 it will operate f^g
with probability ^ (^ ) and f^b with probability 1

^ (^ ). We assume in addition that (f^g ; f^b ) =

(fg ; fb ) and ^ (^ ) = ( ) (symmetry assumption). There are now four possible outcomes S =

f(g; g); (g; b); (b; g); (b; b)g. Any outcome s 2 S can be written s = (s1 ; s2 ), where s1 2 fg; bg

and s2 2 fg; bg. We assume that the risks of the …rms are independent so that the probability
of outcome s = (s1 ; s2 ) is

s

=

s1 ^ s2 .

With this change in the de…nition of the outcome

s, …nding a Pareto optimal allocation still consists in …nding a solution to (2) subject to the
resource constraint (1) and can be decomposed into two steps: the …rst consists in …nding
the consumption-labor combination (c ; ` ; l ; ^l ) which for each s maximizes the social welfare
s

Ws = u(cs )

s

s

s

v(`s ); the second consists in …nding the optimal investments (

; ^ ) which

maximize the expected discounted welfare net of the cost of investment. The solution of the
…rst problem is characterized by (5) where (f^; f^0 ) is replaced by (f^s ; f^0 ) . The …rst-order
s

conditions for the optimal investment choices are
(Wgg

Wbg )^ + (Wgb

Wbb )(1

(Wgg

Wgb )

Wbb )(1

+ (Wbg

^ )=

1 0
(

)

) = 1 ^ 0 (^ )

(24)

where Ws denotes the optimized social welfare in outcome s 2 S. (24) is the generalization

of (6) to the case where both …rms make investment decisions at date 0. When the two …rms
have the same risks and the same technology the …rst-order condition for a symmetric Pareto
optimal allocation reduces to the single equation
(Wgg

Wbg )

+ (Wgb

Wbb )(1

)=

1

0

(

):

(25)

The increments in social welfare have the following intuitive submodularity property which
serves to establish the uniqueness of the symmetric Pareto optimum.
Lemma 1 Wgb

Wbb > Wgg

Wbg > 0.
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Lemma 1, whose proof is given in appendix, asserts that the increment in social welfare when
…rm 1 has a good rather than a bad outcome is greater when the other …rm has the outcome
“b" rather than “g”, since …rm 1 adds its production to the smaller production by …rm 2. The
existence and uniqueness of a symmetric Pareto optimum follows at once by noting that the
function
( ) = (Wgg
satis…es (0) > 0, ( ) !

continuous there is a unique

1 as

Wbg ) + (Wgb
! 1, and

satisfying (

0

Wbb )(1

)

1

0

( )

( ) < 0 by Lemma 1 and

00

> 0. Since

is

) = 0.

The concept of a (reduced-form) capitalist equilibrium (De…nition 1) extends in an obvious
way to this new setting where both …rms have risks: the maximum problem of …rm 2 ((iv)
in De…nition 1) now involves choosing a probability ^ as well as a production plan in each
outcome s 2 S. As before pro…t maximization and optimal choices of consumers and workers

on spot markets at date 1 lead to an optimal consumption-labor allocation for each outcome
s 2 S. The …rst-order conditions for the optimal choices of investment ( ; ^ ) by the …rms

which maximize shareholder values are given by
1
(Rgg

1 ) ^ + (R 1
Rbg
gb

1 )(1
Rbb

^)

2
(Rgg

2 ) + (R 2
Rgb
bg

2 )(1
Rbb

)

1 0
(

); = if

>0
(26)

1 0

^ ( ^ ); = if ^ > 0

where Rs1 and Rs2 denote the maximized pro…t of …rms 1 and 2 given the spot prices (ps ; ws ).
(26) is the generalization of (19) to the setting were both …rms make investment decisions at
1 = R2 , R1 = R2 , R1 = R2 so that the common
date 0. At a symmetric equilibrium Rbg
gg
gg
bb
bb
gb

choice

of investment satis…es the FOC
1
(Rgg

1
1
) + (Rgb
Rbg

1
)(1
Rbb

)

1

0

( ); = if

> 0:

(27)

As we mentioned, monotone ranking of the solutions of the …rst-order conditions (24) at a
Pareto optimum and at an equilibrium (26) is di¢ cult: however when the …rms are similar it
is possible to compare the solution of (25) and (27) and this leads to the following generalization
of Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. In any symmetric capitalist equilibrium of an economy with J …rms there is
under-investment:

<

.

Proof: The proof of Proposition 1 consisted in showing that Wg

Wb > Rg

Rb when …rm

2 has a …xed technology. This implies that for any realization of the technology of …rm 2
Wgs2

1
Wbs2 > Rgs
2
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1
Rbs
;
2

s2 = g; b

(28)

We want to prove that
this implies that

<

: Suppose by contradiction that

> 0, and thus that (27) holds with equality. Then

: Since
0(

)

is positive,
0(

) and by

(25) and (27)
1
(Rgg

1
1
Rbg
) + (Rgb

1
Rbb
)(1

)

(Wgg

Wgb )

+ (Wbg

(Wgg

Wgb ) + (Wbg

Wbb )(1
Wbb )(1

)
)

where the second inequality follows from Lemma 1: the convex combination with weights ( ,
1

) puts less weight on the larger term (Wbg

weights (

;1

Wbb ) than the convex combination with

). But the resulting inequality between expected pro…t and expected welfare

increments contradicts (28). Thus

<

. The proof is readily extended to the case J > 2

and is left to the reader.

2

Propositions 1 and 2 assert that a system of spot and …nancial markets guides the …rms
to an ine¢ cient allocation, indeed an allocation with explicit under-investment. This may
come as a surprise: after all the agents and …rms are price takers and there are thus no
distortions on the prices. Furthermore the …nancial markets for inter-temporal transfers of
income are complete— and risk sharing can not be an issue here since agents are risk neutral.
The remainder of the paper seeks to explain the source of the ine¢ ciency and to suggest ways of
improving on the pro…t-maximizing equilibrium. However since the Arrow-Debreu (AD) model
is the reference model describing the conditions under which markets function well, we …rst seek
to understand how the economy E and the equilibrium concept just introduced in this section

di¤er from that of an AD model of the same underlying economy. Thus in the next section we
present an Arrow-Debreu description of an economy with the same characteristics (preferences,
technology and uncertainty) and show that the equilibrium concept is very di¤erent from that
of a capitalist equilibrium. Since it su¢ ces to convey our message, we revert to the simpler
benchmark model where only one …rm is exposed to technological risk.

3

Arrow-Debreu Equilibrium

An economy under uncertainty is basically an economy in which some of the characteristics are
random variables. The AD model uses the state of nature approach to model these random
variables: it is well-known that any random variable can always be based on such a description.
An important restriction however is that the probability of occurrence of the states must not
be a¤ected by the actions of the economic agents: this may seem a di¢ cult requirement for
17

describing our economy in which the …rms’investment decisions a¤ect the probabilities of the
good and bad outcomes but must not a¤ect the probabilities of the states. However as we will
see shortly this is not impossible.
The second step of the AD model is to assume that there is a market for contracts contingent on the realization of each state of nature. This is where the di¢ culties begin. To
appreciate what is involved let us try to imagine a real world setting corresponding to the type
of environment we have in mind. Consider for example an automobile company that needs to
design and implement the production of a new model or improve on the design and production
of an existing model. It will hire engineers to design the various components of the car, test
the prototypes, and set up a factory to produce and assemble all the components. At the end
of the period of design and production, cars get produced which are either “good” (no ‡aws)
or “bad” (have ‡aws in the functioning of some parts)4 . It is di¢ cult to pinpoint exactly the
circumstances that lead to good or bad cars— one design concept rather than another which
comes to the minds of the engineers, the choice of tests for the prototype which may or may not
catch the possible malfunctioning of some components, in short all the myriad circumstances
which can occur in the design, testing and production of cars. The model must then describe
how these exogenous circumstances (states of nature) combine with a given investment expenditure to lead to “good”or “bad”cars: a possible design ‡aw on the part of an engineer which
could lead to a “bad” car may be corrected if the car maker hires two engineers rather than
one to do the job, or if the quality control department increases the length or thoroughness of
the test of its prototypes.
It should be clear from the above description that the contingencies which condition the
outcome of the production process are numerous and di¢ cult to describe and it is hard to
identify the contingencies which lead to the good and the bad outcome as the investment
expenditure of the …rm is changed. Furthermore, whatever the di¢ culties involved in their
enumeration, the contingencies are essentially internal to the …rm and, while they may be
understood by the …rm’s manager, they are unlikely to form the basis for tradeable contracts
contingent on their occurrence. The latter property is however an essential ingredient of the
Arrow-Debreu model since it assumes that …rms base their investment decisions on prices
associated with these contingencies. It is here that we see the dramatic di¤erence between
4

This example is set in terms of "quality" instead of "quantity" (number of cars produced) like in our
benchmark model. This is because it …ts well the real-life problems that the Japanese …rm Toyota recently
encountered in the gearing system of some of its cars. Our model could easily be adapted to capture this quality
dimension.
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the Arrow-Debreu model and the model outlined above in which there are just two prices, the
price of a “car without ‡aws” and the price of a “car with ‡aws ”.
Our model, which we call a “probability model” to distinguish it from the state-of-nature
model, is of course much less ambitious in its description of the uncertainties faced by the
…rm: it only attempts to model in a summary way how expenditure on design and production
in‡uences the probability of achieving a good outcome through the cost function ( ), leaving
the states of nature un-modeled in the background.

3.1

Arrow-Debreu Model of the Benchmark Economy

Coming back to the model, an Arrow-Debreu representation of the economy presented above
thus hinges on the existence of an underlying probability space ( ; B; jP) where

denotes

probabilities jP are assigned to events (elements of B). For each level of investment

by …rm

the set of possible states of nature. All agents are assumed to know
1 there is a subset

( )

, with jP( ( )) =

fg , while the complement
monotonic: ~ >

implies

n

(~ )

and understand how

( ), which leads to the good technology

( ) leads to the bad technology fb . The map

!

( ) is

( ) so that (~ ) > ( ). In order that the function ( )

be di¤erentiable the probability space must be non-atomic so we assume that

is a subset of

a space jRn and jP has a density jP! with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Consider all the
investment levels that lead to fg if ! occurs
(!) = f 2 jR+ j ! 2 ( )g
Given the monotonicity assumption,
(with (!) = 1 if

(!) is a half line: if we let (!) = inff j

(!) = ;) and if we assume that

The state-dependent production

function5

F! ( ; l) =

(

(!) is closed, then

for …rm 1 is

fg (l)

if

(!)

fb (l)

if

< (!)

2

(!)g

(!) = [ (!); 1).

(29)

Consistent with the form of preferences given above, the workers’preferences are given by
Z
w
(m! v(`! ))djP! ;
(30)
U (m; `) = m0 +
!2

the consumers’preferences by
c

U (m; c) = m0 +

Z

!2

(m! + u(c! ))djP! ;

(31)

5
In order that the production set be closed we could de…ne the production correspondence by (29) if 6= (!)
and by F! ( ; l) = ftfg (l) + (1 t)fb (l); t 2 [0; 1]g if = (!), but this would not change any of the results in
the analysis below.
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and the capitalists’preferences by
k

U (m) = m0 +

Z

!2

m! djP! :

(32)

Agents have deterministic endowments (ei0 ; ei1 ); i = w; c; k and the capitalists own the …rms.
A complete set of contingent contracts promising the delivery of one unit of money, or of
the consumption good, or of labor at date 0 and in each state of nature are traded at date 0.
We normalize the price of money to be 1 at date 0. Given the agents’preferences, the price of a
promise to deliver 1 unit of money in state ! must be jP! almost surely so we do not introduce
a separate notation for this price. In the same way the price of a promise to deliver one unit
of labor and the produced good in state ! are almost surely jP! w! and jP! p! respectively:
factoring out jP! from the prices makes it easier to write the equilibrium.
A worker chooses (mw ; `) = (mw
! ; `! )!2 to maximize (30) subject to the budget constraint
Z
Z
w
w j
w
w
m0 +
m! d P! = e0 + e1 +
w! `! djP!
(33)
!2

!2

which is equivalent to choosing ` to maximize
Z
(w! `!
!2

v(`! ))djP!

(34)

the choice among money streams then being indeterminate among those satisfying (33). In the
same way a consumer chooses (mc ; c) = (mc! ; c! )!2 to maximize (31) subject to the budget
constraint
mc0

+

Z

!2

(mc! + p! c! )djP! = ec0 + ec1

which is equivalent to choosing c to maximize
Z
(u(c! )
!2

p! c! )djP!

(35)

(36)

and the agent is indi¤erent among the money streams satisfying (35). Finally a capitalist
chooses mk to maximize (32) subject to the budget constraint
Z
k
\
m0 +
mk! djP! = ek0 + ek1 + P V P ( ; l; w; p) + P
V P (^l; w; p);

(37)

!2

\
where P V P and P
V P denote the prsent values ofthe pro…ts of the two …rms. All capitalists
agree that …rm 1 should choose ( ; l) to maximize the present value of its pro…t6
Z
P V P ( ; l; w; p) =
p! F! ( ; l! ) w! l! djP!
;

(38)

!2

6
As we show below, this function (and the analogous function for the second …rm) actually di¤er from the
Shareholder Value functions de…ned above. This explains why we use a di¤erent notation. This point is rather
subtle, and is at the core of the non existence result in Proposition 3.
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and that …rm 2 should choose ^l to maximize the present value of its pro…t
Z
^
\
P V P (l; w; p) =
p! f^(^l! ) w! ^l! djP! :

(39)

!2

They are indi¤erent among all money streams satisfying (37). The indeterminacy of agents’
money streams implies that if the markets for the produced good and labor clear in every state
!, the money streams can be chosen so that the market for money clears at each date and each
state of nature: thus we can omit the markets for money in the description of the equilibrium.

De…nition 2.
the economy E if

e
( è; e
c); (e; e
l; ^l); (w;
e pe) is a (reduced-form) Arrow-Debreu (AD) equilibrium of

(i) è maximizes (34) given w
e

(ii) e
c maximizes (36) given pe

(iii) (e; e
l) maximizes (38) given (w;
e pe)
e
(iv) ^l maximizes (39) given (w;
e pe)

e
(v) markets clear: e
c! = F! (e; e
l! ) + f^(^l! ),

e
è! = e
l! + ^l! ,

for almost all ! 2 .

In the informal discussion preceding the description of the AD model we expressed reservations on the realism of the AD market structure for this economy based on states of nature. We
now show that even if we were to accept the strong assumption that such markets can be put
in place, it would not su¢ ce to solve the ine¢ ciency, since this economy has no Arrow-Debreu
equilibrium.

Proposition 3. (Non-existence) The economy E has no Arrow-Debreu equilibrium.
e
Proof: Suppose ( è; e
c); (e; e
l; ^l); (w;
e pe) is an AD equilibrium. By the First Theorem of Welfare

Economics, the equilibrium is Pareto optimal so that e = (e) =

> 0. In all the states

(e), F! (e; ) = fg and the demand and supply conditions are the same: thus (w
e! ; pe! ) =
e
(wg ; pg ) and (e
l! ; ^l! ) = (lg ; ^lg ) where (wg ; pg ; lg ; ^lg ) are the spot prices and …rms’ labor in the
e
capitalist equilibrium. If ! 2
= (e), then (w
e! ; pe! ; e
l! ; ^l! ) = (wb ; pb ; lb ; ^lb ).
!2
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By de…nition of the AD equilibrium, the expected pro…t of …rm 1 must be maximal for
= e. Suppose the …rm considers increasing the probability from e to

the cost

( ) >

> e incurring

(e), taking the prices (w
e! ; pe! ) as given. In the states of the subset ! 2

( ( ))n ( (e)) of measure
to a change in (spot) pro…t

e the …rm would operate fg facing the prices (wb ; pb ) leading

R+ = maxfpb fg (l)
l 0

In all other states

wb lg

maxfpb fb (l)

wb lg

l 0

and e give the same pro…t. Thus the di¤erence in the present value of the

pro…t net of investment is

e ) R+

(

( ( )

(e))

A necessary condition for e to be optimal is that the increase in cost be more than the additional

pro…t i.e.

( )

R+

which requires that
R+

(e)
;
e

8

(1 + r) 0 (e);

>e

(40)

where r is the implicit interest rate in equilibrium given by

=

1
1+r .

< e shows that the loss in pro…t

A similar reasoning for a deviation

R = maxfpg fg (l)
l 0

wg lg

maxfpg fb (l)
l 0

wg lg

in the states ! 2 (e)n ( ) where the …rm operates fb and faces prices (wg ; pg ) must be higher

than the saving in the investment cost:
(e

)

R

(e)

( );

8

which requires that
R

<e

(1 + r) 0 (e):

(41)

Let us show that (40) and (41) cannot hold at the same time, because

R+ >

R . This

will show the value of the probability that maximizes the pro…t (38) is never equal to e and

thus that there is no AD equilibrium.

To show this property we use the function f (t; l) = tfg (l) + (1

t)fb (l); introduced in the
proof of Proposition 1 and the hypothetical equilibrium (c(t); `(t); l(t); ^l(t); p(t); w(t)) which
would hold in a spot t economy with characteristics (u; v; f (t; ); f^ ). Consider the function
R(t; t0 ) = maxfp(t)f (t0 ; l)
l 0
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w(t)lg

which gives the pro…t of …rm 1 obtained by operating the technology f (t0 ; ) when prices are
those corresponding to the equilibrium with technology f (t; ). We want to show that
R+ = R(0; 1)

R(0; 0) > R(1; 1)

A su¢ cient condition for this is that
the proof of Proposition 3:
Lemma 2.

R12 (t; t0 ) =

R(1; 0) =

R

@2R
(t; t0 ) < 0. The following Lemma thus completes
@t@t0

@2R
(t; t0 ) < 0 for all (t; t0 ) 2 [0; 1]
@t@t0

[0; 1].

Proof : see the appendix.

2

The intuition for the nonexistence of an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium is easy to get in the
case where production does not involve labor, i.e. when fg (l) = yg ; fb (l) = yb ; v(l) = 0 for all
l

0. The only possible level of investment at an AD equilibrium is the e¢ cient level

for

which
Wb ) = (u(yg )

(Wg
where

is positive because

0(

) ! 0 when

u(yb )) =

0

(

)

(42)

! 0. In the AD equilibrium the …rm is

assumed to act as if the spot price was exogenously determined by the state of nature. Thus
a marginal increase in investment above
R+ = pb (yg

will entail an increase in expected revenue of

yb ), by producing yg in states where

results in yb , and in which the price

is assumed to stay equal to pb . On the other hand a marginal decrease in investment below
will entail a decrease in revenue
where

R such that j R j = pg (yg

yields yg . Since pb > pg ,

R+

>

R . If

R+

>

0(

yb ) by producing yb in states
) it appears worthwhile to

marginally increase the investment since the increased revenue exceeds the additional cost. If
R+

0(

) then j R j <

the pro…t is not maximal for

0(

=

) and it appears worthwhile to decrease investment. Thus
and the AD equilibrium does not exist7 .

The main di¢ culty faced by the Arrow-Debreu model of our simple economy is revealed
in the course of proving Proposition 3: it lies in the “price-taking” assumption for the …rms.
In the probability model (capitalist equilibrium) …rm 1 anticipates that the spot prices will be
(ps ; ws ) if it produces with technology fs . In the Arrow-Debreu version of E the price-taking

assumption requires that …rm 1 “believes” that prices are determined by the state ! 2

,

and thus that they do not depend on the realization of its technology fs : herein lies the
If 0 (0) were not 0 there would be cases where a trivial AD equilibrium with
parameter values.
7
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= 0 would exist for some

fundamental cause of the non-existence of an AD equilibrium. This price-taking assumption
would be reasonable if the states of nature were economy-wide shocks, but it is no longer
plausible when the states of nature refer to circumstances which are internal to the …rm.
The simple stochastic two-outcome (or more generally …nite-outcome) economy falls into
the class of stochastic economies mentioned by Arrow (1971) for which no Arrow-Debreu
equilibrium exists due to the inherent non-convexity of the production set when translated to
the state-of-nature setting. And yet this success/failure type of uncertainty with the probability
of success in‡uenced by some action on the part of the …rm is a common and pervasive type
of uncertainty, which is handled in a natural way by the basic probability model presented in
the previous section.

3.2

Continuum of Firms

There is a way of changing the structure of our economy in which each …rm has a …nite number
of outcomes and the probability of the outcome can be in‡uenced by its investment, to obtain
an equilibrium with pro…t-maximizing …rms which is Pareto optimal. In this modi…ed economy
there is a continuum of …rms identical to …rm 1 with i.i.d risks for the outcomes at date 1 so
that an appropriate variant of the Law of Large Numbers can be applied.8 More precisely
consider a modi…ed economy with a continuum of ex-ante similar …rms, where each …rm makes
an investment at date 0 which in‡uences the probability of its outcome fg or fb at date 1. If
each …rm’s outcome is independent of the outcomes of the other …rms and all …rms choose the
same probability , then a proportion

of …rms will produce with fg , a proportion 1

will

produce with fb , and the average output produced and the spot prices are non random. It is
easy to show that a symmetric capitalist equilibrium exists in which each …rm’s investment
maximizes the present value of its pro…t and the equilibrium investment is Pareto optimal (see
the Internet Appendix ).
However in this modi…ed model, which is elegant and well behaved from a theoretical point
of view, a …rm has been transformed into an in…nitesimal entity, far removed from the large
corporate …rm that we seek to model: the in…nitesimal …rms that populate this economy aptly
…t what Berle and Means (1932) in their classic study described as the small sole proprietorships
originally envisaged by Adam Smith. As they argued with great clarity, such …rms have little
or nothing in common with the large corporate …rms whose securities are traded on the stock
8

Beginning with Prescott and Townsend (1984a and b) models with a continuum have been widely used to
explore equilibria with moral hazard. See e.g. Bisin-Gottardi (1999), Citanna-Villanaci (2000), Lisboa (2001),
Zame (2007) and Acemoglu-Simsek (2010) for models of this type.
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market and which, even in their day, had come to have a signi…cant footprint on the economic
landscape.9
In our benchmark model the spot prices vary with the outcome fg or fb of …rm 1, so that
this …rm has a non-negligible impact on the economy. This provides a more appropriate model
of the large corporations traded on the stock market than the perfectly competitive model
with a continuum of negligible …rms. To focus on the optimal choice of investment in risky
projects by a large …rm, we abstract from the …rm’s potential exploitation of its market power
in choosing prices or quantities on the spot markets at date 1.

4

Stakeholder Approach

The analysis of the preceding section makes it clear that it is not by altering the market structure to that of an Arrow-Debreu model for the economy E that we will resolve the ine¢ ciency

uncovered in Section 2. Let us try to understand where the ine¢ ciency comes from and what
can be done to attenuate or correct it, using the probability model of Section 2. The …rm’s
choice of investment

at date 0 determines the probabilities

s(

) of the good and the bad out-

comes. This investment decision a¤ects not only …rm 1’s pro…t but also the expected utilities
P
P
v(`s )] of the consumers and the workps cs ) and
s=g;b s ( )[ws `s
s=g;b s ( )(u(cs )

ers: it is this externality that creates the ine¢ ciency. In a capitalist equilibrium, by choosing
its investment to maximize its expected pro…t, the …rm ignores the e¤ect of its decision on
consumers and workers although its decision directly a¤ects their expected welfare.10

There is of course nothing new with the idea that …rms’actions can have external e¤ects
on a much broader array of agents than their shareholders, and that in such a setting it may
be appropriate to develop a “stakeholder theory of the …rm”. Indeed Tirole (2001) de…nes
“corporate governance as the design of institutions that induce or force management to internalize the welfare of stakeholders..." and that such a theory should encompass a broad array
of externalities including those exerted “on management and workers who have invested their
human capital as well as o¤-work related capital (housing, spouse employment, schools, social
relationships, etc.) in the employment relationship; on suppliers and customers who also have
sunk investments in the relationship and foregone alternative opportunities; on communities
9

“When Adam Smith talked of “enterprise" he had in mind as the typical unit the small individual …rm in
which the owner perhaps with the aid of a few . . . workers, labored to produce goods for market. . . . These units
have been supplanted . . . by great aggregations in which tens or even hundreds of thousands of workers and
property . . . belonging to tens or even hundred of thousands of individuals are combined through the corporate
mechanism into a single producing organization under uni…ed control", Berle and Means (1932, pp.4 & 303).
10
Magill-Quinzii (2009) studies a probability model in which the externality is on risk-averse investors.
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who su¤er from the closure of a plant...". We do not seek to develop a theory for such a broad
family of externalities: our contribution is rather to identify a new form of externality that
seems to have been overlooked, and to suggest ways to correct it. Such an externality exists
as soon as a …rm is large and takes actions that in‡uence the probability of its outcomes, even
without any frictions in labor and consumption markets.
Three approaches have been proposed for resolving externalities:11 (i) outside interventions
either by government (through regulation or Pigouvian taxes) or by the judicial system (in
the form of civil tort laws implemented by courts): (ii) internal solutions such as mergers
(integration of all the parties involved in the externality): (iii) market solutions, for example
by creating Coasian securities i.e. tradeable property rights associated with the externality
(Coase, 1960).
There may well be settings closely related to that of our model where a strong case can
be made for adopting the outside intervention approach.12 However government intervention
under the form of taxes or regulation always meet informational problems. The nature of the
externality which comes from actions that a …rm can take to in‡uence the probability of its
outcomes is linked to the internal functioning of the …rm and its technology on which the
…rm has privileged information. Moreover the externality a¤ects agents closely related to the
operations of the …rm— its consumers and its workers— agents who are natural stakeholders
of the …rm. A strong case can thus be made for exploring an “internal approach” in which
the …rm merges the interest of all its stakeholders. While it is an idea that has been widely
discussed, it has not— as is clear from the discussion in Tirole (2001)— been precisely articulated
in the framework of a formalized model. Let us explore how our model suggests formalizing a
stakeholder theory and whether such an approach can restore e¢ ciency.

4.1

Single Firm: Stakeholder Equilibrium

We begin with the simplest version of the benchmark model (fs ; f^) in which f^ = 0, i.e. there
is a single …rm which makes an investment a date 0 and uses labor to produce output at
date 1. Let (( ; l); (w; p)) denote the capitalist equilibrium in this case. We saw that ls = ls ,
where ls is the labor choice which maximizes the social welfare Ws = maxl

0 fu(fs (ls )

v(ls )g:

spot markets allocate labor e¢ ciently in each outcome s at date 1 and the social welfare in
equilibrium W s is the maximum welfare Ws . The ine¢ ciency comes from the investment
11

See for example the discussion in La¤ont (1989).
For example, Blanchard-Tirole (2001) propose introducing a tax on workers’layo¤s aimed at inducing …rms
to internalize the externalities in‡icted on laid-o¤ workers.
12
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choice

at date 0 which is characterized by the FOC for pro…t maximization
1
(Rg
1+r

whereas the socially optimal investment

Rb ) =

0

( )

is characterized by

1
(W g
1+r

W b) =

0

(

)

Given spot prices (ws ; ps ) the consumer and worker surpluses are de…ned by
CSs (ps ) = maxfu(cs )
cs 0

ps cs g

W Ss (ws ) = maxfws `s
`s 0

v(`s )g

(43)

Since u(0) = 0 and v(0) = 0, CSs (ps ) is the net gain in utility for the representative consumer
from being able to buy the good at price ps , while W Ss (ws ) is the net utility gain for the
representative worker from being able to sell labor at the wage ws . When, as in the capitalist
equilibrium, agents trade on spot markets at prices (ws ; ps ) and markets clear (ls = `s ) the
social welfare in outcome s can be expressed as
Ws = u(cs )

v(`s ) = u(cs )

ps cs + ws `s

v(`s ) + ps fs (ls )

ws ls

= CS s + W S s + Rs
namely as the sum of consumer surplus, worker surplus, and shareholder pro…t. As we saw in
Proposition 1 the ine¢ ciency of investment in a capitalist equilibrium comes from the property
that W g
and W S g

W b > Rg

Rb . The di¤erence comes from the sum of the two terms CS g

CS b

W S b , the di¤erence in consumer and worker surplus between the good and the

bad outcome, which measures precisely the external e¤ect which is not internalized by the
…rm when it uses the present value of pro…t as its criterion for the choice of investment. Thus
to obtain a stakeholder criterion for the …rm which ensures that the e¤ect of its investment
decision is fully internalized, the …rm needs to take into account not only its shareholders but
also the consumers it serves and the workers it employs since these latter two parties also gain
from having the good rather than the bad outcome.
Proposition 4. If in the concept of equilibrium we replace the criterion of maximizing
shareholder value by maximizing the total surplus of the stakeholders
1 X
1+r

s

CS(ps ) + W S(ws ) + Rs (ws ; ps )

( )

s=g;b

then we obtain a stakeholder equilibrium ((

; l); (w; p)) which is Pareto optimal.
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(44)

Although criterion (44) provides a precise de…nition of the stakeholders’interests, it does
not guarantee that the criterion can or will be used as the basis of decision making by the
…rm’s manager: ways of measuring the “surpluses” CS and WS, as well as incentives for the
management to maximize (44), must also exist. Thus the implementation of a stakeholder
equilibrium raises three issues13 :
Incentives: incentives must be given to the …rm’s manager to apply the stakeholder
criterion.
Information : to apply the stakeholder criterion the manager needs information on the
characteristics of the consumers and workers to evaluate their surpluses.
Financing: if the shareholder value at the stakeholder equilibrium is negative, an additional source of funds beyond equity and debt must be found, since otherwise the
shareholders would dispose of their ownership shares rather than being forced to …nance
a project with a negative net present value.
Since markets are typically good at providing both incentives and information, can we
imagine a way to use markets that would provide the appropriate incentives and information
to maximize the sum of the surpluses in (44), leaving aside for the moment the problem of
…nancing? In the spirit of Coase (1960) we introduce the idea that creating explicit tradeable
property rights associated with the externalities created by the …rm may provide the extension
of the markets required to implement a stakeholder equilibrium.14
Suppose therefore that at date 0, in addition to the market for equity on which ownership
shares are traded, there is a market for “consumer rights”— or more brie‡y c-rights— on which
13

See Tirole (2001) for a discussion of these issues.
In an economy without classes, i.e. when all agents are identical and simultaneously consumers, workers
and shareholders, the externalities can be internalized by giving identical equity shares to all agents, since they
will all agree that the …rm should maximize the welfare of the representative agent (see Morgan-Tumlinson
(2012)) for a development of this idea in the case where the …rm creates a standard externality). In our model
however consumers, workers and capitalists have di¤erent preferences regarding the optimal investment of the
…rm and just distributing equity shares among all the agents will not yield the correct FOC and thus will not
lead to the Pareto optimal investment. In a model with imperfect competition and two distinct classes of agents
Demichelis and Ritzberger (2011) show that e¢ cient pricing decisions can be obtained if agents trade equity
shares strategically, being aware that their ability to in‡uence the …rm’s decision, taken by majority voting,
depends on the magnitude of their ownership share. Analyzing such strategic behavior on the stock market is
di¢ cult and we do not know what the result of such an analysis would be for our model. We adopt a simpler and
more direct approach by assuming that …rms issue distinct rights for distinct groups of stakeholders— w-rights
for workers, c-rights for consumers, equity for shareholders— and that managers maximize the total value of
these rights. This approach implicitly assumes that a right of any type is associated with a voting right and
that unanimity with possibility of transfers is necessary to overturn an investment decision by the management.
14
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agents exchange the right to buy the good produced by the …rm at date 1 at the spot price
p = (pg ; pb ). In addition there is a market for “worker rights”— or more brie‡y w-rights— on
which agents exchange the right to sell labor to the …rm at date 1 at the spot price w = (wg ; wb ).
Suppose every consumer has an endowment of one c-right and every worker as an endowment
of one w-right. To understand how the market values these rights we need to create some
scarcity by assuming that only a mass 1

" of consumers and workers is endowed with rights

and then let " go to zero.
A worker with no initial w-right who observes the investment decision ( ) and anticipates
a date 1 wage w = (wg ; wb ) would be willing to pay up to
W V ( ; w) = [ W Sg (wg ) + (1

)W Sb (wb )]

(45)

to obtain the right to work for the …rm, where W S(ws ) de…ned by (43) is the surplus utility
that a worker derives from selling labor at the wage ws : W V ( ; w) is the date 0 “worker value”
of being employed by the …rm. A worker who owns a w-right will accept to sell it if its price is
equal to or exceeds (45). Thus if " > 0, equilibrium on the market for w-rights occurs at the
price
qw ( ; w) = W V ( ; w)

(46)

If " = 0 and every worker is endowed with a w-right, then no worker needs to buy a right,
so that any price between 0 and qw ( ; w) (at which every worker wants to keep the initial
w-right) is an equilibrium price. To keep the symmetry of the model we assume that every
worker is endowed with a w-right and that the market price of a w-right is given by (46), since
any scarcity, no matter how small, will immediately force the price to qw ( ; w). By a similar
argument, the market price qc ( ; p) of a c-right is taken to be the discounted expected surplus
utility derived by a consumer from buying the produced good at price p from the …rm, namely
the “consumer value” CV ( ; p)
qc ( ; p) = CV ( ; p) =

CSg (pg ) + (1

)CSb (pb )

(47)

With the market valuations (46) and (47) in hand we now have a way of implementing a
stakeholder equilibrium. If the …rm’s manager makes the labor choice which maximizes the
date 1 pro…t Rs (p^s ; w
^s )15 and chooses the probability

to maximize the total market value of

the rights of its stakeholders
qw ( ; w)
^ + qc ( ; p^) + qe ( ; w;
^ p^)
15

( )

Choosing (lg ; lb ) to maximize total value or to maximize pro…t leads to the same choice (lg ; lb ).
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(48)

net of the cost of investment, then the …rm’s criterion for choosing investment coincides with
the net surplus criterion (44) of a stakeholder equilibrium and leads to the socially optimal
investment decision

.

The advantage of having an explicit market for w-rights and c-rights in addition to equity
is that the …rm’s manager maximizes an objective, observable market value rather than an
unobservable surplus. However to provide the manager with the incentive to maximize the
stakeholder value (48), workers and consumers must be able to in‡uence the investment decision
of the …rm. The reform of capitalism that we have in mind requires that when w-rights and crights are issued by the …rm, the owners of these rights acquire legal voting rights in the decision
process for investment. If unanimity is required to approve a change of management, then the
management will maximize the net stakeholder value (48) or be replaced: for if a manager fails
to maximize (48), a “raider”could choose an investment with a higher stakeholder value and in
the process transfer enough value to workers, consumers and shareholders to buy their votes.
In addition to providing the manager with incentives to apply the stakeholder criterion, the
existence of markets for w-rights and c-rights provides the required information on the worker
and consumer surpluses: knowledge of the price functions qw ( ; w)
^ and qc ( ; p^), which may be
acquired from repeated observations of market prices, is su¢ cient information to be able to
maximize the total surplus in the economy.16
In the above analysis we assumed that the w-rights and c-rights had already been issued.
Thus neither consumers nor workers contribute to the funding of the …rm’s investment which
16

Our model can be generalized to incorporate the possibility of moral hazard on the part of the manager.
Suppose for example that the realized investment is not perfectly observable by the stakeholders so that the
manager can secretly divert funds: 1 dollar diverted from investment allows the manager to consume dollars
(with
1) while 1
dollars are dissipated. In this simple set-up the optimal level of investment can be
implemented by promising a bonus B to the manager if the good outcome occurs, and zero otherwise. The level
of B must be such that the manager does not …nd it optimal to divert funds and invests the total amount ( )
provided by the shareholders: argmax
f B+ ( ( )
( ))g = . This condition is satis…ed whenever
0

B
Since

(

)

is characterized by
Wg

Wb

=

0

(

)

the level of the bonus must be such that
B

Wg

Wb

Since Wg
Wb > Rg Rb , the bonus promised to the manager in a stakeholder …rm must be higher than in
a pro…t maximizing …rm, since it must incorporate the increase in social surplus— and not only the increase in
pro…t— associated with s = g rather than s = b. This suggests that corporate governance issues may become
more acute in a stakeholder …rm. Since the pledgeable income (in the sense of Tirole (2001)) is reduced by the
necessity of paying higher bonuses to the manager, the …rm may have more di¢ culty …nancing its investment,
unless consumers and/or workers participate in the …nancing (see next footnote).
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must be paid by the shareholders, either directly as assumed in Section 2, or indirectly through
the issue of bonds, which is equivalent. Such …nancing is possible only if qe (

; w;
^ p^)

(

).

Otherwise the shareholders will prefer to dispose of their equity shares rather than …nance a
project with a negative net present value. If qe (

; w;
^ p^) < (

), the stakeholder equilibrium

can still be implemented through stakeholder value maximization, provided that the model is
taken at the stage where the …rm issues the rights. Since by assumption the optimal expected
total surplus is positive
Wg + (1

)Wb

(

) > 0;

the net market value of these surpluses is positive
qw (

; w)
^ + qc (

; p^) + qe (

If the …rm issues the rights and chooses
the net pro…t, then the proceeds qw (

; w;
^ p^)

(

) > 0:

(49)

to maximize the market value of the rights plus

; w)
^ + qc (

; p^) from the sale of the rights is su¢ cient

to ensure that the shareholder value is positive since (49) can be written as
qe (

; w;
^ p^)

(

)

qw (

; w)
^ + qc (

; p^) > 0

Thus the issue of rights can resolve the problem of …nancing when the net expected pro…t at
the optimal investment is negative17

4.2

Multi-…rm: Improving on Capitalist Equilibrium

Let us see how the above analysis can be extended to the benchmark model (f; f^) with f^ 6= 0,

where the …rm which has the risky investment must compete with other …rms on the labor
and product markets. This simple setting su¢ ces to illustrate the di¢ culties with extending
a stakeholder theory to the multi-…rm case.
As before labor is allocated e¢ ciently when each …rm maximizes its pro…t on the spot
markets. The e¢ cient level of investment is obtained if …rm 1 chooses

to maximize the

social welfare ( Wg + (1
)Wb )
( ) = ( W g + (1
)W b )
( ), where W s =
u(fs (ls ) + f^(^ls )) v(ls + ^ls ), and where ls , ^ls are the pro…t maximizing choices of labor at the
17
This is corroborated by Michelacci and Quadrini (2005, 2009), who argue that employees sometimes participate in the …nancing of their …rms. They provide empirical evidence that some …rms pay their employees
below the market wage during the …rst years of employment and above market wages after some years. They
interpret this …nding along the lines suggested here: credit constrained …rms may …nd it optimal to borrow from
their employees.
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price ps = u0 (fs (ls ) + f^(^ls )) and wage ws = v 0 (ls + ^ls ). Using the notation ys = fs (ls ) and
y^s = f^(^ls ) the social welfare in outcome s can be decomposed as
Ws =

u(ys + y^s )

ps (ys + y^s ) + ws (ls + ^ls )

v(ls + ^ls ) + ps (ys + y^s )

ws (ls + ^ls )

^s;
= CS s + W S s + Rs + R
where the surplus terms can be further decomposed as
CS s =

[u(ys + y^s )

W Ss =

ws (ls

u(y^s )]

[v(ls + ^ls )

ps ys + u(y^s )
v(^ls )] + ws ^ls

ps y^s
v(^ls ) :

To be an “ideal” stakeholder …rm, …rm 1 would need to choose investment to maximize
P
^
( s ): this requires taking into account not only the di¤erence
s s (CS s +W S s +Rs + Rs )

between the good and the bad outcome for the pro…t of its shareholders and the surplus it
generates for its consumers and workers, but also for the consumer and worker surpluses created
by the other …rms, as well as the pro…t of the other …rms’ shareholders. This is indeed an
encompassing vision of who the stakeholders of the …rm are, which is di¢ cult to reconcile with
competition between …rms on the product and labor markets.
Realistically the most that can be expected of a corporation is that it take into account
the interests of its own stakeholders— its shareholders, the consumers it serves and the workers
it employs. Building on the notion of “value” of …rm 1 for consumers and workers which we
introduced in section 4.2, we can de…ne the consumer and worker values
CVs (ys ; y^s ; ps ) = u(ys + y^s )
W Vs (ls ; ^ls ; ws ) = ws ls

u(y^s )

[v(ls + ^ls )

p s ys
v(^ls )]

(50)

CVs and W Vs are the money equivalent of the increase in utility attributable to the ability to
buy from …rm 1 for the consumers, and to work for …rm 1 for the workers, taking the decisions
of other …rms as given. The consumer and worker values are …rm 1’s contribution to the total
consumer and worker surpluses— but are not equal to the total surpluses.
It is di¢ cult to describe a market structure on which these values are elicited using a model
where the two …rms produce a homogeneous good. The value CVs needs to be understood as the
limit of the price of a c-right in a model with di¤erentiated goods, when the goods become very
close substitutes. If the goods produced by …rm 1 and 2 were di¤erentiated, the representative
consumer would be willing to pay u(ys ; y^s )

u(0; y^s )

ps ys for the right to buy from …rm 1,

when the other …rm produces y^s (per capita) and ps is the price of good sold by …rm 1. A
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model with di¤erentiated goods is certainly natural for large …rms, but outside the scope of
this paper. We thus study the property of a stakeholder value equilibrium in which …rm 1’s
manager is instructed to maximize the total value that the …rm creates for its stakeholders,
leaving the study of the implementation of the equilibrium for further research.
De…nition 3. A stakeholder equilibrium of the economy E is a pair of actions and prices
(`; c; stv ; l; ^l); (w; p) such that (i), (ii), (iv),(v) of De…nition 1 hold, and (iii) is replaced by
(iii0 ) (l;

stv )

maximizes the total value of …rm 1 net of the investment cost
1 X
T V (w; p) =
CVs (ys ; ps ) + W Vs (ls ; ws ) + R(ls ; ws ; ps )
1+r

( )

s=g;b

It is easy to see that the …rst-order conditions for the choice of labor are the same as
those of a capitalist equilibrium, so that the labor choices (l; ^l) and the spot prices (w; p) are
identical: we have thus kept the same notation. It is also easy to see that maximization of
pro…t or maximization of stakeholder value for …rm 2 gives the same labor choice, so we have
retained pro…t maximization for …rm 2. The change in the criterion for …rm 1 changes the
FOC for the choice of investment which becomes
1 h
CV g CV b + W V g W V b + Rg
1+r

Rb

i

=

0

(

stv

)

where the values are calculated at the spot market equilibrium. Adding the di¤erence in
consumer and worker values between the good and bad outcomes to the di¤erence in pro…t,
which is taken into account in the capitalist equilibrium, increases the perceived bene…t by
…rm 1 to achieving a good outcome, thus leading to an increase in investment. To compare
stv

with the optimal investment
T V s = u(ys + y^s )

u(y^s )

, note that
ps ys + ws ls

(v(ls + ^ls )

v(^ls )) + ps ys

ws ls

so that
TV s = Ws

cs ;
W

cs = u(y^s )
where W

v(^ls ):

cs is the social welfare that can be attributed to …rm 2 in the thought experiment in which
W

…rm 1 is absent from the market, and the total value of …rm 1 is the di¤erence between the
total social welfare and that attributable to …rm 2. The FOC for optimal investment in a
stakeholder value equilibrium is
1 h
1+r

Wg

Wb

cg
W
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cb
W

i

=

0

(

stv

)

(51)

while

is de…ned by

1
1+r

Wg

Wb =

0(

). It is intuitive that …rm 2 will “…ll in”for …rm

1 when …rm 1 has a bad outcome: as a result …rm 2 should produces more and create more
surplus in outcome b than in outcome g. Let us show that this is indeed the case, so that (51)
implies that there is over-investment at a stakeholder value equilibrium
Proposition 5. In a stakeholder equilibrium of the benchmark model (f; f^) with f^ 6= 0 there
is over-investment:

stv

>

.

cg < W
cb . Firm 2’s surplus function W
c (^l)
Proof: In view of (51) it remains to show that W
c (0) = 0 and has a maximum for ^lm de…ned by
u(f^(^l)) v(^l) is concave, satis…es W
c 0 (^lm ) = u0 (f^(^lm ))f^0 (^lm )
W

v 0 (^lm ) = 0

c (^l) is increasing. Thus if we show that (i) ^lg < ^lb and (ii) ^lb ^lm , then it follows
For ^l < ^lm , W
cg < W
cb . (i) can be deduced from the proof of Proposition 1 as shown in the appendix.
that W
Lemma 3. ^lg < ^lb .

To show (ii) …rst suppose that fb

0, i.e. in the bad outcome …rm 1 is bankrupt and does

not produce. Then …rm 2 is the only producer on the market and, assuming price taking
behavior, chooses ^lb so that pb f^0 (^lb ) = wb . Since pb = u0 (f^(^lb )) and wb = v 0 (^lb ) it follows
that u0 (f^(^lb ))f^0 (^lb ) v 0 (^lb ) = 0, so that ^lb = ^lm . Since, by Lemma 3, ^lg < ^lb , it follows that
cg < W
cb . To extend the result to the case where fb > 0, consider a related economy Ee for
W
e we …nd ~^lb = ^lm and ~^lg = ^lb < ^lm .
which f~g = fb and f~b 0. Applying the above reasoning to E,
cg < W
cb .
Thus (ii) is again satis…ed and since (i) holds by Lemma 3, W
2

The stakeholder value criterion asks …rm 1 to bear in mind the increased surplus that will

accrue to its workers and consumers if it succeeds in obtaining the good outcome. However the
optic that the criterion induces fails to take into account the response of …rm 2. When …rm
1 has a good outcome, …rm 2 faces sti¤er competition and a lower output price and produces
less than in outcome b, thereby creating a smaller surplus. Since the surpluses of the two …rms
move in opposite directions, an investment decision based solely on the surplus created by …rm
1 exaggerates the gain in outcome g and leads to over-investment.
Proposition 1 asserts that pure pro…t underestimates the bene…t of investment, while Proposition 5 asserts that surplus value overestimates it. This suggests that a reform of capitalism
in which the pure pro…t criterion is replaced by one which assigns some weight to consumers
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and workers, but not as much as in the stakeholder value equilibrium, may improve on the
capitalist equilibrium.
We say that …rm 1 is stakeholder oriented if it uses a criterion of the form
h
i
1 X
V( ; )=
R
(
w
;
p
)
+
CV
(p
)
+
W
V
(
w
)
( )
s
s
s s
s s
s
s
1+r
s=g;b

to choose its investment for some 0 <

< 1. An equilibrium with a stakeholder oriented …rm

1 is the same as a stakeholder value equilibrium with the sole di¤erence that the criterion of
choice of investment in De…nition 3 (iii)’is replaced by the criterion V ( ; ). The improvement
obtained by replacing the pro…t criterion by V ( ; ) can be formalized as follows.
Proposition 6. (Reform of Capitalism) There exists
the criterion V ( ; ) with 0 <

2 (0; 1) such that (i) if …rm 1 uses

then the stakeholder oriented equilibrium improves on

the capitalist equilibrium; (ii) if

=

the equilibrium is Pareto optimal.

Proof: For any 0

1 the equilibrium with criterion V ( ; ) leads to the same spot
prices (w; p) and the same labor choices (l; ^l) as in the capitalist equilibrium. The choice of
investment ( ) which maximizes V ( ; ) is de…ned by the …rst-order condition
i
i h
1 h
0
( ( )) = 0
V 0( ; ) =
Rg + CV g + W V g
Rb + CV b + W V b
1+r

which, when CV s and W V s are replaced by their expressions in (50), can be written as
i
1 h
0
cg W
cb )
( ( )) = 0:
(52)
(1
) Rg Rb + (W g W b ) (W
1+r

Di¤erentiating (52) gives
1 h
Rg
1+r

Rb + (W g

Proposition 1 implies (W g
Since g 00 > 0,

0(

Let W ( ) =

) > 0.
P

s=g;b

W b)
s(

Rg

)W s

W b)

cg
(W

cb )
W

> 0 and

0

> 0,

0(

W b) <

), and W 0 ( ) is positive for

on [0;

), and

00

( ( )) 0 ( ):

( ) =

cb ) < 0.
W

( ( )) denote the discounted expected social welfare
0(

)

((W g W b )

( )) is increasing. Since by Proposition 1, (W g

by Proposition 4, (W g
0(

=

cg
Rb > 0, and Proposition 4 implies (W

induced by the investment ( ), with derivative W 0 ( ) =
g0

i

0(

<

(1)), there exist
, negative for

such that
>

0(

W b) >

( )) . Since
0(

( )) = (W g

(0)) and,
W b) =

. Thus the social welfare increase

, i.e. the investment is socially optimal for

proposition.

0(

, which proves the
2
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The interesting part of Proposition 6 is the qualitative result that placing some weight on
consumer and worker surpluses in making the investment decision improves on the capitalist
outcome. The existence of a critical value

which gives the ideal weight to attach to di¤erent

stakeholders is less important since in practice
V ( ; ), which improves on capitalism if

will be di¢ cult to determine. The criterion

is not too large, places some weight on the sum

of the consumer and worker surpluses, not just on the surplus of the workers.18 In the proof
of Lemma 2 it is shown that pg < pb , so that consumers are always better o¤ in outcome g.
However workers are not always better o¤: in the proof of Proposition 1 we show that without
further conditions the sign of l0 (t) + ^l0 (t) in (23) is ambiguous, so that it is possible that
lg + ^lg < lb + ^lb and wg < wb . Whether or not this inequality holds depends on the elasticity of
demand. If the utility function u is linear, the price of the output does not change (pg = pb ) and
the consumers have no surplus: all the improvement in technology goes toward increasing the
wages of the workers. As the elasticity of demand increases, the consumer surplus increases so
that the consumers bene…t more from the new technology, while the worker surplus decreases
and may end up being negative. In this case transfers between consumers and workers would
be necessary to improve the welfare of both groups of stakeholders.

5

Conclusion

The orthodox view of economists regarding the objectives of …rms is based on a faith in
the universal applicability of the invisible hand: a stakeholder theory in which interests of
stakeholders other than shareholders are taken into account has no place in their pantheon of
ideas. The arguments are essentially those of the certainty setting in which competitive markets
and pro…t maximization ensure that actions by …rms are taken in the best interest of the whole
economy, and this is extended to uncertainty by invoking the states of nature and contingent
contracts of the Arrow-Debreu theory. This is cold comfort, for as far as we have shown,
states of nature and contingent contracts on states do not provide an apt representation of the
uncertainty setting in which …rms take decisions on risky investments. A less ambitious and
more realistic description of the uncertainty setting is that markets are based on the outcomes
of …rms and …rms’ actions (investments) in‡uence the probabilities of these outcomes. This
approach however implies that …rms’actions can potentially have external e¤ects on consumers
18

In countries like Germany and Japan in which the stakeholder view of the corporation is prevalent, representatives of the workers are typically involved in the strategic decisions of …rms while consumers are not
represented on the corporate boards.
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and workers. It is true that if there is a continuum of independent …rms— each …rm being akin
to the in…nitesimal enterprise of Adam Smith— then the orthodox view can indeed be carried
over to a world of uncertainty, since the external e¤ects are negligible and pro…t maximization
leads to Pareto optimality. However if a …rm is a large corporate enterprise of the type studied
by Berle-Means (1932) then its external e¤ects on consumers and workers must be taken into
account to achieve a Pareto optimal outcome: in a world of large corporate enterprises in which
a …rm can have a signi…cant footprint on the economic landscape, the orthodox view of pro…t
maximization is no longer valid.
In the setting that we study, …rms motivated by pro…t maximization are led to insu¢ cient
investment, since they fail to take into account the bene…ts of these investments for their
consumers and workers. Since the uncertainty which lies behind the externality, namely a
…rm’s ability to in‡uence the probability of its outcome, depends inherently on the internal
functioning and the technology of the …rm, government intervention in the form of investment
subsidies would present both informational and incentive problems. We are thus led to explore
the possibility of internalizing the externality within the …rm, by explicitly including the bene…ts of consumers and workers in addition to those of the shareholders in the …rm’s objective
function.
A valid theoretical foundation for a stakeholder theory of the …rm requires two preconditions: (1) decisions taken by the …rms must have an external e¤ect on stakeholders (2) these
externalities must not be readily resolved by government intervention (regulation or taxation).
To obtain an operational stakeholder theory, three additional conditions must be satis…ed: it
must be possible to
(i) assign well-de…ned bene…ts for each group of stakeholders,
(ii) exhibit a way of assigning relative weights to the bene…ts of the di¤erent groups in (i) to
obtain a well-de…ned objective for a …rm,
(iii) provide incentives to the …rm’s manager to maximize this objective.
Jensen (2001) argues forcefully that a stakeholder theory19 does not provide a solution
to (i) and (ii). Without using an explicit model of the economy, Tirole (2001) argues that
measuring consumer and worker surpluses may be di¢ cult since there are no liquid markets on
which they can be evaluated akin to the stock market for the …rms’pro…ts. If (i) can not be
19

The management literature de…nes a stakeholder …rm as one which “pursues multiple objectives of parties
with di¤erent interests” (Kochan-Rubinstein (2001)).
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solved then there is no solution to (ii), so that there is no well-de…ned criterion for evaluating a
manager’s performance. Like Jensen, Tirole argues that any attempt to take into account the
interests of the di¤erent stakeholders leaves the …rm open to manipulation by the management:
“Management can almost always rationalize any action by invoking its impact on the welfare
of some stakeholder”(Tirole (2001)); “Stakeholder theory plays into the hands of managers by
allowing them to pursue their own interests at the expense of the …rm’s …nancial claimants and
society at large. It allows managers and directors to devote the …rm’s resources to their own
favorite causes— the environment, art, cities, medical research. . . . By expanding the power
of managers in this unproductive way, stakeholder theory increases the agency costs in the
economic system” (Jensen (2001)).
Our analysis o¤ers a …rst step to the solution of (i) and (ii): under the assumption of quasilinearity of agents’ preferences, pro…t measures the bene…ts of shareholders, while consumer
and worker surpluses measure the bene…ts accruing to consumers and workers. In the idealized
case of an economy with a single …rm the stakeholder objective, which leads to the social
optimum, is to maximize the expected sum of these three bene…ts, i.e. it puts equal weight
on each of the bene…ts in (i). However this theoretical result, while formally answering (i)
and (ii), does not respond to Tirole’s concern that consumer and worker surpluses may be
di¢ cult to evaluate in practice. We propose a solution to this di¢ culty by drawing on the
Coasian idea of creating property rights for externalities: if the …rm can issue consumer and
worker rights, and if these rights can be traded on reasonably liquid markets, then their market
prices will reveal the bene…ts that consumers and workers derive from being stakeholders of
the …rm. In e¤ect our proposal would lead to reforming corporate accounting, by introducing
new assets— employee and consumer surpluses— and corresponding liabilities— employee rights
and consumer rights— in a spirit close to the proposal of Cornell-Shapiro (1987)20 .
If the elements of a stakeholder theory seem to fall into place in the idealized case of an
economy with a single …rm, extending the theory to the more general setting where several
…rms compete on the product and labor markets presents new di¢ culties. For in this setting,
to achieve the social optimum each …rm would need to take into account the e¤ect of its investment on the expected utilities of all agents in the economy, including the consumers, workers
20

There is a theoretical literature that uses incomplete contracts models to explain why we see other forms of
corporations than for pro…ts: non-pro…t (Glaeser and Shleifer 2001), government ownership (Hart et al. 1997),
cooperatives (Hart and Moore 1998, Rey and Tirole 2000). There is also an early literature on labor managed
…rms. However this paper and the contemporaneous paper of Allen et al.(2011) are the only formal models of
stakeholder oriented …rms (viewed as hybrids between for pro…t, consumers cooperatives and labor managed
…rms) that we are aware of.
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and shareholders of the other …rms. Placing the welfare of the stakeholders of competing …rms
directly into the objective function of a …rm is not however a realistic proposal since it would
come into con‡ict with competition of the spot markets, which is required for e¢ ciency. Our
analysis shows however that the optimal investment, or at least an investment that improves
on the capitalist outcome, is obtained if the …rm’s objective includes a positive, perhaps small,
weight on just the surpluses of its own consumers and workers. Thus a straightforward modi…cation of the pure pro…t criterion can lead to an improvement on capitalism. If full weight were
placed on the surpluses of its own consumers and workers, then the …rm would exaggerate the
bene…t of achieving a good outcome since it would neglect the fact that its competitors produce more and create more surplus for the economy when it is less productive. Modifying the
stakeholder criterion by decreasing the weight placed on the surpluses of the …rm’s consumers
and workers implicitly takes into account the o¤setting surpluses created by the other …rms.
There remain the informational and incentive problems of evaluating the surpluses and
ensuring that they are in some measure taken into account by a …rm’s manager. These are
problems which are not easily addressed with the simple model of this paper in which …rms
produce homogeneous goods using homogeneous labor. Extending the Coasian idea of creating
consumer and worker rights requires that …rms produce di¤erentiated products and use di¤erent
types of labor or in di¤erent locations. Since in a setting with heterogeneous …rms, consumers,
and workers, the price of a right will not reveal the full surplus, only the surplus of the marginal
buyer, maximizing the total value of rights seems commensurate with the theoretical result
that only a part a …rm’s consumer and worker surpluses should be taken into account. More
research is needed to …nd robust and practical ways of introducing markets for consumer
and worker rights, thereby enabling corporations to simultaneously take the interests of their
stakeholders into account, while retaining an objective market-based criterion for measuring
management performance.
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APPENDIX: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider the (t; ) economy in which the production functions of the
two …rms are
f (t; l) = tfg (l) + (1

f^( ; ^l) = f^g (^l) + (1

t)fb (l);

)f^b (^l);

and the consumers and workers have the characteristics (u; v). The maximum social welfare
in the (t; ) economy is
W (t; ) = maxfu(c)

v(`)jc = f (t; l) + f^( ; ^l); ` = l + ^lg

(53)

@2W
< 0, which proves the lemma since it implies W (1; 1) W (0; 1) < W (1; 1)
@t@
W (0; 1) () Wgg Wbg < Wgb Wbb .
!
2W
^l
@W
@l
@
@
@ ^l
= u0 (c(t; ))f^1 ( ; ^l(t; ));
= u00 f1 + f2
+
f^1 + u0 f^12
@
@t@
@t @t
@t

We show that

where the arguments of the function in the second derivative have been omitted to simplify the
expression. As in the proof of Proposition 1

@l
@t

and

@^
l
@t

can be calculated by di¤erentiating the

FOCs of the maximum problem (53). Calculations similar to those in the proof of Proposition
1 lead to
u f^1
00

f1 + f2

@l
@ ^l
+
@t @t

!

= u00 f^1

u0 f1 f22 f^22 v 00 f1 (f22 + f^22 ) u0 f2 f21 f^22
u0 f22 f^22 + (u00 (f2 )2 v 00 )(f22 + f^22 )

(54)

which is negative since the numerator and the denominator of the fraction on the right side
are positive. From the calculation in the proof of Proposition 1 we also deduce
@ ^l
1
=
(v 00
0
^
@t
u f22
which after substituting the value of
@ ^l
=
@t

u00 (f2 )2 )(

@l
@ ^l
+ )
@t @t

u00 f1 f2

@l
@ ^l
+
gives
@t @t

u0 f21 f^22 (v 00

u00 (f2 )2 ) u0 u00 f1 f2 f22 f^22
u0 f^22 den

where “‘den” is the positive denominator in (54). The numerator of the fraction is positive,
@ ^l
den is positive and since f^22 < 0,
< 0. This property is intuitive: if the productivity of …rm
@t
1 increases the amount of labor used by …rm 2 in the e¢ cient allocation decreases. Thus the
two terms in

@2W
@t@

are negative and the result follows.
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2

Proof of Lemma 2. Let L(t; t0 ) denote the optimal labor choice that solves R(t; t0 ) =
maxfp(t)f (t0 ; l)

w(t)lg. It is de…ned by the …rst-order condition
p(t)f2 (t0 ; L(t; t0 )) = w(t)

By the envelope theorem
R2 (t; t0 ) = p(t)f1 (t0 ; L(t; t0 ))
so that
R21 (t; t0 ) = p0 (t)f1 (t0 ; L(t; t0 )) + p(t)f12 (t0 ; L(t; t0 )L1 (t; t0 )
Since f1 > 0; p > 0; f12 > 0, showing that R21 < 0 amounts to showing that (i) p0 (t) < 0, and
(ii) L1 (t; t0 ) < 0. In proving (i) and (ii) we often omit the arguments of the functions in order
to simplify notation.
(i) We have seen in the proof of Proposition 1 that p0 = u00 (f1 + f2 (l0 + ^l0 )). Inserting the
value of l0 + ^l0 calculated in (23) leads to
p0 = u00

u0 f^22 (f1 f22

f2 f21 ) v 00 f1 (f22 + f^22 )
den

where den is the positive denominator of l0 + ^l0 in (23). The numerator of the fraction is positive
and u00 < 0, so that p0 < 0. A better technology decreases the equilibrium price of the output.
(ii) Let (t) =

w(t)
p(t)

be the relative price of labor with respect to output in the ‘t’equilibrium.

The FOC de…ning L can be written as
f2 (t0 ; L(t; t0 )) = (t) =) f22 (t0 ; L(t; t0 )) L1 (t; t0 ) =
Since f22 < 0, the proof of (ii) consists in showing that
the price of labor relative to output increases.
!
0 (l(t) + ^
v
l(t))
u0 v 00 (l0 + ^l0 )
d
0
(t) =
=
dt u0 (f (t; l(t) + f^(^l(t))

0 (t)

0

(t)

> 0: when the technology improves

v 0 u00 (f1 + f2 (l0 + ^l0 ))
u0 v 00 (l0 + ^l0 )
=
(u02
(u02

v 0 p0

Inserting the value of l0 + ^l0 calculated in (23) and the value of p0 calculated above leads to
0

=

1
u00 v 00 f1 ( u0 f2 + v 0 )(f22 + f^00 )
(u02 den

(u02 v 00 f21 f^00

u0 u00 v 0 f^00 (f1 f22

D is negative and after simpli…cation
N = v 0 u000 (f21 f2

f1 f22 )

(u02 v 00 f21 + v 00 u00 f1 (v 0
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u0 f2 )

f2 f21 )

The term ( u0 f2 + v 0 ) is equal to 0 by the …rst-order condition for the choice of l(t). All other
terms are positive, so that

0

> 0, which completes the proof of Lemma 2.

2

Proof of Lemma 3. To prove ^lb > ^lg it is su¢ cient to prove that ^l0 (t) < 0, where ^l(t) is
the optimal choice of labor by …rm 2 in the arti…cial t economy introduced in the proof of
Proposition 1. It follows from (22) that
00
^l0 = (v

u00 (f2 )2 )(l0 + ^l0 )
u0 f^00

u00 f1 f2

Inserting the value of l0 + ^l0 in (23) leads to
^l0 =

u0 f21 f^00 (v 00

u00 (f2 )2 ) u0 u00 f1 f2 f^00 f22
< 0;
u0 f^00 den

where den denotes the positive denominator of (23). Thus ^l(1) = ^lg < ^l(0) = ^lb , which
proves the Lemma.

2
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